
Chapter- 4  

Useful Animals  

SECTION-A  

A.Oral Questions  

1.What is wool used for ?  

Ans- wool is used to make woollen 

Clothes . 

2.Why should we care for  

Animals?  

Ans- we should care for animals because they make our world  

Wonderful . 

B.Quiz  

1. Name one Useful animal .  

Ans- oxen . 

2.Name one animal that carries  

Loads for us. 

Ans- Horse . 

Tick (✓) the correct answers . 

1.We get honey from  

(a) birds (   )    (b) butterflies (.    )  

(c ) bees (.✓)  

2.Cheese is made from  

( a) rice (.   )     ( b) milk   ( ✓)  

( C ) wheat (.   )  

SECTION -B  

A. Tick (✓) the correct answers . 

1.A dog is a ---- animal . 

(a) pet (✓)      ( b) wild   (    )  



(C) farm.  (    ) 

2.Which of the following has all  

the nutrients needed by our growing body ? 

( a) water (    )  (b) milk (.  ✓ ) (C ) 

Butter (     )  

B . Complete the sentences with  

The help of the given words . 

1.A    dog     guards our homes  

2. We get eggs from the hen . 

3.We get wool from  sheep . 

C . Answer the following questions.  

1.How are elephants useful for us ? 

Ans- Elephants  , are useful for us to carry  loads . 

2.Name any two things we. Get  

From bees . 

Ans- we get honey and bee wax  

From bees . 

3.write two ways in which we can  

Take care of our pets . 

Ans- we can take care of our pets 

By keeping them clean we should  

Give them good food clean water 

And safe shelter . 

Value corner  

You see a few children throwing  

Stones at a stray dog . What will  

You do ? 

(a) Join them .  (.      )  

(b) Lgnore them   (      )  



(c) Tell the  Children to be kind  

To animals .(✓ )  

 

 

 


